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Our great leader Chairman Mao and his close comrade-in-arms
Lin Piao . .
Vice-Chairman
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THE SOLEDID BROTHERS
DESPERATELY NEED CIIHI
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. -W-i_tb_th~e-bi-.al-fin_al_l_y_a_bo_u_t_to-start-,-th-e_So_l_eda_d_B_rothers
____
Le_gal
___~-eme- ·~ .' · ·. ·;:t
. . 'team is on the verge of total bankruptcy. The outcome of tbe trial banp · ., . .· ,
·. ·.:~.. ,:1in the balance. The Soledad Brothers have been under indictment since · ':.· · ~~
.··jFebmary 1970 (more than 18 months). The massive pre-bial 8$S8ults by . · · ~·'. ~e pros~ution (changes of venue, gag rules, harassment,~·· .. · ."..?

. .trial heanngs) have almost completely exhausted every penny
. the defense.
.
:The trial i8 now ~eheduled to start on Augwt 9,1971.
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Defense attorneys expect it to last 5 months. Conservative estimates put.. · ·:·.· ..
the cost of the defense (expert witnesses, special investigaton, travel ex- ·: ·-·( :'·._. ·
· . ·. penses for witness interviews from all over the state, the bare necessities: : .··. .'.,..
: · 'for sup{l9rting three attorneys and their staff during the bial, etc.) at.: .·.. . \·.
.$125,000. The state will be spending many times this amount in its ruthless.: :· :·:.: ' ·._:··
, attempt to railroad the Soledad Brothers to the gas chamber. Your money, :: . ·--~· \
.is urgently needed to prevent a legal lynching. Please send your conbibu-t; ,_.;i ·:·~·,.· ;::t·:.:
tion immediately to:
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510 North Third Street
San Jose, California 95112
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.1 I enclose
for the cause of justice in the Soledad Case.
1.
Please send Soledad Button (75c minimum eoatributioo)
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would like to work for the Soledad Brothers in my oommu-

I
nity. Please send information.
·I Name
I . Addr
·t :
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V\OMEN HAVE SERVED ALL THESE

CENTURIES AS LOOKING GLASSES
~NG THE

POJ\IER OF REFLECTING THE FIGURE OF lWW AT
1WICE llS NATURAL SIZE
--virginia \\OOif
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by R. WILES

,:i

The implementation -of such a comprehen·
sive econom1c program as that of President
Nixo!l usually implies not only a rather dire
state of economic affairs but also the failure
of economic policy actions in recent years.
An analogy to the ~reat Qepression is in·
evitable, where the New Deal was forced to
attack economic stagnation of massive
pro_eortions and at th~ same time attempt
to fill a vacuum of economic inaction.
On the contemporary sc~ne, however, the
must be viewed as beginning with
the s_uccessful economic results of the
Kennedy-Johnson Tax Cuts of 1964 and
their growth impact, carry.ing the American
economy from the doldrum state of the
· early 1960's to virtual full employment in
· 1967._ There are as serious difficulties in
·~m-anaging prosperity" as there are in
~chi~ing full emplymen_t and a growing
ecofiomic system. These difficulties are .
. intensified when the .major economic
weapon of the U. S. Government-- the
Federal Budget-- loses_its flexibility as a
policy tool and must be sacrificed to the
demaods of. war_. The present problems
can, in large part, be traced to the clash of
the '64 _fiscal program's bearing fruit in
·1965-66 with the decision by President
John son to escalate the war in 1965. This
·caused in 19l?~Hi6 and, more seriously in
1967, a large Federal Deficit grafted upon a
ful!y-empl?ye~, full capacity economy.
Th J~__co_mb1nat1on carried the economy to
what economists like to call the "full employm~nt ceiling." Such a mix has only
one possible result; that is, a rapid acceleration of pric;es throughout the economic
system.
p~oblems
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failure of _President Johnson, especially in
1968, to dea-l with the inflationary pressure.
Just as the state
the economy in 1961-64
had called for tax cuts and increased gov·
ern-merit spending, so the situation in
1967-68 called for opposite medicine, a
rather substantial tax increase. No such
move was giyen se~ious discussion by the
Administration and instead we were treated
to a slightly b'othersome tax sur<;.t)arge in
1968 -which was too small, too late and,
as subsequent data shows, virtually ineffec·
tive.

of

Thus today, really five years after the
acceleration of prices began to show
up, we are still faced with one of the
most serious inflations in American
economic history and we have lost our
economic progress in the bargain . Yet
things are rarely so simple in economics
to allow the blame for the inflation to
fall on these two factors alone. There are
institutional explanations as well: in
1965 wage settlements began to outstrip
the rise of productivity of labor which
had been rising handsomely since the
early '60's. This also adds inflationary
fuel to the economy as unit wage costs
rise and prices are forced upward to
maintain profit margins. Add this factqr to the long since documented fact of
inflexible prices in the industrial segment of the economy·and one has constructed a wonderful textbook model
of classic inflation.
But here the textbook model's relevance
fails. For in the past two years we have
had inflation plus a rather substantial
dose' unemployment and excess
capacity at the same time. That is, we
The villain.Tn such an inflationary spiral is,
have a repeat of only one-half of the
however, not federal deficit finance ger se,
1965-66 problem-- inflationary pressure
a_s earlier conservative_economic policy
without the full employment usually
would have it, but the tting of such a
accompanying it. The economist, never
large deficit. In short, t e economy at full
potential could not grow and therefore could bashful abou! creating new terminology
· not absorb ttJe additional spending required for such a situation, but distressingly
slow in forging new P«?licies_to deal
to finance the Vietnam escalation.
.
with it, has rer.PI"Itly begun to call this con
This is only par:t of the picture as far as our temporary economic problem 'stagflation .
·.c.urrent economic difficulties are concerned. Such a term combines the dual problems
of inflation and stagnation which, until
-_A secon~ factor to be 9~nsidered is the
.t.t
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a year or two ago, we tlsed to think of
Nixon's suggested tax package for the
as mutually exclusive, or at least, innext year involves some lucrative plums
compatable bedfellows.
for the corporate sector-· especially in the
Given this view of economic difficulties area of tax credits for investment in
I think it is impossible to disagree
plant and equipment. There are also in~
that some strong (and probably unique) eouities involved in the blanket applieconomic policy move was in order
cation of ~e freeze to all wages and priand long overdue. In these terms the
ces ·· that 1s , regardless of income levels
Nixon program _of tf:le wage-price
in the case of individual incomes and refreeze is a very logical move. lt is one of gardless of financial situation with rethe strongest possible actions to beta·
spect to individual business enterprise
ken in such an intransigent inflation.
both of whom may have needed wage'or
Statistically, it lops off the 'paper'
price increases to adjust to the economic
growth rapidly rising prices and wages realities of an inflationary spiral.
have given us. Further, after the three
month trial period, it should take some Probably due to considerations like these,
of the 'inflation psychology' out of the we have now sketched out for us the second
decisions of business and con~umer_s and phase ot Nixon's program to become efallow them to make mo:e ratlo~~lln·. fective Nov. 14. I use the word 'sketch'
vestment and co~sumpt1on dec1s1ons, I.e. advisedly. For the guidelines for 'Phase
not base? primanly, as .no": •.on w~at
Two' are remarkably unclear. The only
expectattons of a steadily nsmg pnc~
avowed aim of the program is the goal of
level would enco~rage. For econo~lsts restraining price increases within a 2·3%
have long recogmzed that acceleration of inflation rate by the end of 1972 ·· a
inflation has more of a psy~hological
range that most economists regard as
base than an~ o~e ec~nomlc fact~r ~at virtt~aUy no inflation at all and.s~e as (1•
can be quantitatively ISolated. Th1s IS
cessary to accord with incentives·ior
not to say, however, that the. specifics - economic growth. Aside from this, howof the freeze was nece~ary .g•ven the,
ever, Nixon's Pay Board and Price Camcurrent problem. Yet 1n sp1te of ones
mission must form some criteria by
ideological ou~l~ok on the desirability of which to judge the requests for wage
free market prtcmg or on the related as- and price increases that have waited in
sue of wheiner the market works well
the wings during the freeze and wilt seek
when left alone. I would suggest that
redress in November.
interferences of this nature with market
price decisions have a poor track record. An example of the uncertainty felt by
the designers of the 'Phase Two' plan
We experienced such problems in the
is the following quotation from a
Second World War and Korean price
controls, and the Soviet economic sys- • 'Background Paper on Post-Freeze Ecotern has strugg1ed manfully with the dis- nomic Stabilization Program' sent out by
the White House this month to present
locations and black markets caused by
the rationale for the program. lt is re~
such interferences. A vote for a wage·
price freeze must be purely a pragmatic markable for its vagueness:
one.
'The Pay Board will formulate standards
of permissib\e employees' compensation
Even accepting the necessity of such a
move, one certainly can attack the first to carry out the purposes of the program.
The Price Commission will promulgate
phase of the policy as involvi'llg inequi·
standards of permissible prices, including
ties in application-- with no profit
rents. The Cost of Living Council will
guidelines-and inequitable proposals in
the tax area. While, on the one hand,
asking the economy by quasi-patriotic
(to page fourteen)
appeal~ ~o hold the price-wage line,
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LA VERDAD
"LA VERDAD"
Being that my last article has caused a
little reaction from some readers, I
would like to follow it up, with this one.
and clear up some of the points that I
made in the last.
First of all let me say that I was really
shocked at getting any responses at all.
For awhile there I thought that many of
.·· you couldn't read or were just blind. I
· · ':. thank those of you who did respond and
.. , I hope to hear from you again.

-., -.
~riends#

.· AN OPEN LETTER TO
HECTO-R coRtuo - ·

-·~

I was overjoyed to read PASS ON
StfARISON'S ASS in the last issue. My
Sir,
- good feelings were due .m or~ to the fact
1hat Lwas re.~qirig .something that ·actuallv _ : ~l don't know what you~re mad abo_ut~
acknowiedge'd'and dealt'wlth gayness:-·-~ (and I couldn't care less, you've derather than to the contents of the article.
strayed _arw_ possibili~y of ~Y ever
eating about your p-roblems) but re· Since I've arrived at Bard, I've wondered
gardress of what -it Is, I can see no
wnere the gay faction~ moreover, the GAY
concievable justification for the irCONSCIOUSNESS of this campus, was
rational article you wrote for the Red
hiding. I was told "There used to be a ·
Tide.
GLF here last year, but not this year.
__
There aren't enough~ay people:" WHAT?
I am amazed that you have been
given
.an bpportUJllty to inflict your
To my disappointment, the -only people
childish viewpoints on the rest of us.
I-'ve met who feel at all comfortable talk~
I suspect that it may have been an
ing about gayness are women in our con- .
attempt to pacify you, but regardless
· sciousne~·raising sessions. If it weren't
of the reasons for your having La
for our weekly meetings, I believe I'd have
Verdad, you have abused the privilege.
a difficult time maintaining my own
awareness ~f sexism and sexuality.
lt has always been my belief that the
purpose 'of a piece of writing is to
- In a gay newspaper, COME OUT, a list of
present a viewpoint and to back it up
gay organizations 13nd their addresses are
with facts. Not once in your "artipublished. Bard GLF is listed. Box 87. _
cle" (I hesitate · to dignify it by
I've asked Box 87 what's gqing on-- but
·
labeling it such} did you mention anythey won't tell me. ISN'T ANYONE ELSE
thing that would lead an objective
INTERESTED IN STARTING ANY-person to feel anything but pity for
THING?
yo_u and your childis~ _prattlfngs. . . .

(sometimes I wonder if anyone else sees
that how we've been tucked over sexually
is the key to how we've been divided in
.every way ·possible). .. '·.:. :. , -~ · ·1· ~-- -~ ·,'

- . ;- · ·> .·-Laurie Lewis

____
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1t seems that those of you who did respond accused my article of being irrational,
an ego trip, childish and so on. My article may have given you that impression
but then again that's your opinion. As
far as I am concerned it accomplished its
goal--getting a response. You see, I've
written two previous articles in which I
got only one response; so I came up with
the conclusion that the only way I was
ever going to get through was by being,
as you put it, "irrational and childish:'
As far as my feelings towards the petition
(which was the subject of my last article)
are concerned, they haven't changed. I
still feel that the petition was, as my brother Mike puts it, "an apathetic insult;'
towards the Latin American Organization
and the Black Organization. The whole
article was directed at the people who
wrote it and those of you who signed it.
You question my ability and intelligence
as both a person and a writer. Well then,
I asK you this: why don't yuu question
your ability and intelligence as readers?
Even ifyou did not comprehenc! the
real goal behind that petition, it wouldn't
take a genius to see how disorganized and
misleading it was.
This is by no means an apology. For those
who feel insulted by my last article, I just
wanted you to know that I am interested
in your viewpoints and that never will I
remain silent.
FOREVER LATIN ...
Hector Cortijo
Public Relations
Latin American Organization

That was just one big ego trip_ for
you. You weren't speaking to ,anyone, you were speaking at them, and
if you hope to ever accomplish anything more than antagonizing people,
you had better revise your attitudes .

K. Michael_- ,.,_ Hickey.
~
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To fhe edito~s and writers iri general, and
to Manuel Auli in,particular:
·

ese

............... ............... .........

I

The words "racism'' and "oppression"
ha\ie been used so freely in the Observer
and the ,Red 'lide, especrany in .reference
to Conditions at Ba-rd, that I think it is
time a point was cleared up.
,-, ,
-

3

.

Do not think, for one moment, that Bard
is geographically isolated and that the
outside .world is shut out. Recognize the
~ealities; the social inequities are brought
mto the Bard community, not just from
the ghettos of New York. but from the
slums across the river in Kingston anti
generally from the deep souths around
this area C'the south is just across the
Canadian border").

Yes, most of the white people at Bard, and
I in~lude myself, are apathetic, indifferent
and in many cases selfish. We have a lot of
prejudices, some of which we pretend
don't exist, others which we honestly don'1
know we have.
But we are not racists. Have you, Manuel,
ever met ge'nuinely "outright racism" or
real "oppression?" Have you ever been
kicked, spit on, laughed at because you
were a Puerto Rican? Has this happened
once at Bard?
-

I do not fight wars with atom bombs. I
think, Julie's graphic was not to convey
three people or "powers" fighting each
other. lt was intended to point out the
humourous ridiculousness of the hostility
that has been going on among us ail.
Julie Gelfand's cartoon was totally misconstrued.

The war you are fighting is a necessary
one, but {!on't confuse Bard with the deep
South .or the Puerto Rican ghettos of New
York. lt's a shooting war here, and you
are fighting it with atom bombs.
Daniel Cantor
P.S. In the interests of the "rapport and
interaction"_that you are trying to build,
let me add a specific protest against your
use (and the paper's use) of New Left
rhetoric. I believe your intention is to
shake us up, and I agree wholeheartedly
that Wf:. need it. But my personal reaction
is that I am shaken up the wrong way. You
alienate me. Instead of making me think,
I find that articJes that sound lik~ yours
did _!Jt the beginning and end turn me off
completely to what you have to say.

ately when we come to Bard we are at a
disadvantage. Due to the fact that we
went to segregated schools (and segregation not only exists across the Dixie line)
our academic background ill-prepares us
for the scholastic work. We are on an
unequal footing and these differences .ne
not resolved.

_ _

DRAWYOUROM\J-MAU i
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thing when there exists indifference and
_ Marxist government, and the like. That is,
apathy towards two groups. The matter
Latin Americans' past and contemporary
is more campi icated than you think. The
history is either completely distorted or
social inequity and debt to Black and
de_liberately ignored. For e_xample, when
"WHO AR_E THESE P~OPLE?"
· Latin Americans must be paid in full. And a man like Allende comes to power, who
this is something not easyj_or you and your is concerned with redistributing the
peers to understand.or grasp fully.
wealth and making Chile a better place to
1
Wlen a rainl:xM appeared I vvent runlive, he is described,by the press and the
ning in its direction. But the rainbow_
You state that oppression and racism is an Anglo government in terms that are dewas a long 'V'Wr'f. Just as 1he politicians overly used word, with the implication
signed to trigger negative emotional reCl'e a long Wi1( off from 1he people. I
sponses
and not in terms that are accurate
that
it
is
cliche.
·lt
would
be
difficult
to
p tired ad sat dovvn. Afterwdrd l
deny that Black people have been oppressed or truly portray the objectives of the prostarted to cry. They ITIJSt fimt to imgram. And that is what I mean by oppresprove...so 1hat our mildren clln't suffer for more than three hundred years, and
sion and racism.
that the black,man has been robbed of
_as v.e a-8 sufferi_ng.".
his life. This is still going on.
Dlild af the Dark
But what has this to do with oppression
a..oiina Maria de Jesuss I am not assimilating in any way the lang- at Bard? As I said in my article there are
uage {note that I don't use your word,
, poor and lower midole-class students at
rhetoric) of "leftist" young people in the Bard that deeply resent the fact that we
. U.S. In Puerto Rico, in Santo Domingo,
get scholarships and "special" financial
When _my article came out a boy came to and other Latin countries the people are
assistance. I feel that I am not taking
the table at which Julie Gelfand was sit- still shouting "Yangui go home." Our
anything from them. What little we
ting and just threw the 'paper in her face oppression has not ended, Dan. The prehave now, as in the case of the Afrofor making the graphic for my article and sent social, economic, and political life
American. is long due. Think of it as a
· ·shouted "bulls_h it" and left .. Another guy of the Latin countries is controlled by
debt, but in this instance AngloSaid "Who are these people?''
Anglo-Americans. An obvious example is Americans.did not borrow from us, they
Puerto Rico, a neo·colony. We are, the
robbed us of our lives.
The following is an answer to Daniel
Anglo-American government says, a
_ Cantor's letter but it's also~ response to "Commonwealth" by free choice. Puerto lt is this resentment
that festers hostility
these two students and the others who
Rico is one of the more blatant instances; towards Black and Latin students at Bard.
unfortunately, if they had any questions it is much more difficult to see how the
lt is a hostility that is not overt but I
to raise. discussed them among their
U.S. controls, in its indirect and underassure
you we feel it. No, people at Bard
frien9s and not with me.
handed way, the other Latin countries.
have not "~icked, spit and laughed at us
simply because we are Puerto Ricans or
Dear Dan:
When it comes to Puerto Ricans you do
Latins." You or any other member of the
not accept or y-ou evidently deny the fact Bard community cannot put v.ourselves
I will answer point by point all of the
that we have been oppressed-- oppressed in our shoes. You cannot fee(the resentquestions and statements in your letter.
in the sense that our economies, government that we constantly face here at
You said in your letter that "most white ments, and
our lives have been and are
Bard.
- people at Bard (and you i'nclude yourself)
presently controlled by your regime and
are apathetic, indifferent and in many
In the first paragraph of my article I
cases selfish, but we are not racists.'' You your people.
stated that the attitudes of Bard students
ask me personally if I have "ever met
Our bondage is not like that of the Africa towards Latin and Black people have been
~nuinely" "outright racism" or real
who was forced into slavery. lt is more
mainly that of resentment, but infrequent"oppression" (your quotation marks.)
subtle, more indirect and less visible or
ly outright racism. I developed further in
_.
.
.
-·easy to perceive. lt is this bondage that
the article my point that at Bard we conI think there is no question that Bard stu- you· will not read about in your history
stantly encountered indifference. That is,
dents, whether they are Black, white or
textbooks. You will only read in Newsat Bard people are not interested or do
not care about what Anglo-Americans have
. ~~~ L~~)psH.ffe'l~t !ind apath,etic __yve_ek or t!le Times 'of nationalizatio~ ~f
tlj rndrvrduaJI.-' But iils quite a different · the Anaconda Copper Mines, Allende s
done to Latin ard Black people. lmmedi-

You say that I "shake you up the wrong
way" and that I "alienate~· you. Yes, my
art1cle was intended to be provocative. lt
was designed to make people think. The
primary purpose of the article was to
formulate questions in the minds of the
friendly, the hostiie, the indifferent, the
concerned, the apathetic, and the sympa·
thetic. Although your and other people's
reactions were an immediate and emotional
denial that prejudice exists at Bard, I congratulate you for asking questions. Most
people have grumbled and discussed the
content of the article among themselves.
Instead they should have asked questions,
come to us and talked. We would not
necessarily have to come to an agreement.
I hope, Dan, that you and other members
of the Bard community think not of us as
those people who sit at the back table in
dining commons or those two organizations that request and usually get a good
amount of money from senate each semester. Let us find a base of similarities, not
a pool of differences, to work with.
I cannot promise any of you that I will
extend my hand out to you -- the past is
too fresh for me to forget. But if you extend your hand, what other recourse have
I but to extend mine.

Do not react emotionally to this letter or
to my aFticle. Read it over, reconsider it
and then and only then respond. But do
respond.
In all sincerity and honesty,

Manuel A. Auli

R. Crumb. who else?
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by John Taylor Nelson

a

Taking a walk may sound like s_imple .
act, but there are times.and places
when ?nd where you have to be crazy
to do 1t. If you were a Jew in the 1930's
you certainly wouldn't go for a walk in
the streets of Berlin. If you are a black
man it would not be wise to take a
walk in a white neighborhood, a~d vice
versa. There are also places where the
climate makes a constitutional highly
impractical; an irresistable urge to go
tor a walk in Antarctica, for example,
can be fata~.

to

Such thoughts often ran through the
head of R9bert Edwards. They helped
to take his mind off his physical miseries and the things he had seen- and
done· in the four months since he has
come to help make Vietnam safe for
democracy. Notthat_anything could
do the job entirely, but complaining to
himself about the government was
better than reminding himself of what
he had seen wf)en they had found the
two platoon members who the V .C.
~ad captured the day before, or of the
booby traps that others hadn't seen in
time.

Nor is it wise go walking i~ the rain
foreSt of a certain section of South Vietnam, especially at noon when the corn- · So here was Pfc. Robert M. Edwards
age 24, University of Wisconsin CJa~
bination of heat and humidity is almost
of '67, in a platoon of soldiers whose misun~arable even in the shade. If you are
sio"n was to clear a certain section of the
a simple peasant there whose wardrobe
central hfghlands of enemy forces. The
generaliy consists of a loincloth, a pair
term 'enemy forces' had long ago beof sandals and a straw hat to deflect the
come a joke amongst the troops who
_rays of the sun, you will be spending
had no means whatsoever of distinguishthis ti_me in the shack you call home,
ing th~ enemy from the farmers. who
taking a nap. If you are a water buffalo
were hoping that the soldiers on both
or some other beast of burden, you will
sid~s would leave enough for them
be crouched down in the nearest con·
venient shade, taking a nap~
to stay alive. This provided a crucial
If, however, you are a soldier in the
·united States Army, you will be mar·
ching in this rain forest, in uniform, carrying a heavy pack and weapons, on
patrol. . And your commanding officer ·
will beLt. Michael Ronson.
. .And if you ar~ in this last situation, you
are misera~Jie,. physically and mentally.
Physically, because you have spent the
last- three days eating out of cans and
drinking out_of canteens and sleeping
in holes in the grou~d an? marching in
this jungle where the insects eat you
alive and the humidity dulls your senses and the heat collects under the helmet tha_t serves ~s a targer for bu Ilets
that it can't stop. Mentally, because
you ~av~_,be_en ma_r.c~~n_g for th~eedays,
angry b~us_e you have been d9ing so .
without findJng anything, yet thankful
you haven't.- These days have been no~ing but concentrated suffering, and
you wonder if Hell could be much
worse.
.Indeed, you wonder if Hell
could b.e r:nuch worse than your life so
far in the R.epublic of Vietnam; in Hell,
at least, you don't have to worry about
~ether tpat girl who walks up to you
1n the streets of Saigon is offering you
physical pleasure or sudden death or
wheter or not that bottle of beer you've
just been offere_d is poisoned. Why are
you h~re in the first p_lace? To fight
Comm~nisrn, of cqurse. To fight Communi~m. That sounds C!ll well an~ good
when your ·President~ his deep ·
Southern tones, invokes the cause of
freedom while addres$ing his fellow .
Americans, but you learn quickly that
ComfT!unism is an idea, and that is

in

Communism is an idea, and that if an
idea is to be killed, yours is just as
likely a victim as theirs.
By the_ time you learn that, you're eight
th9t.~.sa~d miles ~rom the _Uni_v ersity.
, of_Wisconsin, where you spent four
years_ yv-o.~k"!_rlg all nig.1t to get you through
school, where you had to work all day.
You're almost as far from the training ·
camp where you spent six months
·
learni_n gdw basic skills of making war.
You_~a_r~fifty_-nin~ miles from Saigon. ·
And w_here. do.es that leave you now,
Robert Edwards?.
lt le~~es youin.a jungle in the middle
of nowhere, looking for som_!3body
you have never seen before who may or
may n_d_t\yant to kill you"because you
are fry1ng to kill him. And according
to the n.illils that the leaders of a
·
supposedly free nation have decided
you must follow, you have to keep on
doing it for eight more months before
you can go -home and try to forget.
·

:e-R<DBB;=

sus~icion and fear, and for good reason. every group of soldiers that had
ever come to this village had brought
trouble., T~is one was no exception.
Ronson s first ?rder ~as to ge~ everybad": toget~er m a big group in a
.
cleanng. HIS next was for a thorough
search of every building in sight.

know much about these people.
Rons?n probably liked to think that he
was s1mply following orders, but he
h~d strange ways of interpreting them.
G1ven an order to bring in enemy spies
he would include anyone who had a '
transistor radio, especially those who had ·
The search uncovered one item of in~
attached long pieces of wire as antennas.
terest besides a small amount of rice
Told to round up enemy food supplies,
to keep the natives alive until the
he would take half of the rice supply of
~ext
harvest. This was a rusty, unloaded
fNery village in the area. And so forth
nfl~ of the same make as the one with
Since Ronson couldn't order around h.is
own men, he ordered around the natives. wh•~h the young V.C. had killed Hal
Dav1s. Ronson looked at it for a few
I wonder what the folks back in Madison mo men~s. Then ~e ordered the burning
of the VIllage. Th1s was quickly done.
would say if they knew about all this
Edwards thought. Would they still p~t
~uarding the villagers and watching the
Support-Our-Boys-in-Vietnam bumper
!•re, Edwards began to think that maybe,
stickers on the car? Support Our Boys.
JUSt maybe, Ronson had finally cracked
Korea, wasn't it Support Our Fight·
mg Men? Maybe next time it'll be Child- under the pressure of this thing. In a
ren, and they'll fight the thing themselves moment, however, he didn't think so•
'
He smiled a little at the thought.
· he knew.

!n

Rons?n, loo.king back, must have ~een
that little grm, because he was looking
at him as if he were crazy. ·Then he
told Hal Davis, the radio man, to get
field headquarters.
~)OJOW•••
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Ronson told his forces to make a ring
?round the captives, and they obeyed.
Raise your rifles', he said 'and when 1
say 'fire' I want you to kif! them. All of
them. Is that clear.?'
Nobody said a word.
'Alright then. Ready ... aim ....'
At this moment, Robert Edwards was
hit by a tidal wave of revulsion. He. was
sick of the whole thing, all of it. And
he dropped his gun .
Ronson couldn't believe it.
'Edwards, pick up that gun or I'll have
you court martialed.'

advantage for the Cong who found it
quite easy to take their'foreign foes
by surprise, but there was a big side advantage for the Americans as well -they could count any dead yellowsk!nned body as a dead Cong, ~nd
enQugh dead Cong counted towards
leaves in Saigon.
This fact was not lost on the members of
this particular platoon, who might have
started tormenting the natives just for
the sake of something to do without the
incentive of rewards for high body
counts. Find a girl, have her body, if she
doesn't like it, have her life. Edwards'
memory was overflowing with images
of people of every size, shape, age and
sex who had been in the exact wrong
place at the exact wrong' time. These
people didn't have to worry about Corn·
munism an'y more, or of hunger or war.
Here, at least, American foreign policy
had been successful.
Edwards wondered about the men in
his platoon who did this. Men like
Hal Davis seemed like perfectly nice
fellows in training camp and would
probably be the same when they got
home. Looks like there are circumstances under which anyon-e can become
a killer, thought Edwards. Leave it to
t~e United States Army to f!nd them.

' onson
mg', he)la when contact was established with Major Kearny ·
at headquarters. 'There seems to be no
enemy activity in Sector 3- C, sir. lt's
pretty quiet. Request further instructions.'
'There's a village about five miles north
from where you are. it's supposed to
be abandoned. Everyone left after a
Cong raid last month. Make sure the
Cong aren't using it as a base of some
sort. If they are, don't attack, radio back
here. If they aren't, return to base. Is
that clear?'
'lt's clear enough, sir', said Ronson, who
signed off.
The platoon had taken about nine steps
toward that village when somebody
started shooting at them. T~ey fired
back and heard a gasp of pain from among the bushes. Searching, they found
a single sniper with a Russian-made rifle,
dead. He looked about 15 years old .
'The Cong must be getting desperate'
noted Ronson. Then he checked his
_own platoon. Nobody had been-hurt
except Hal Davis. He was dead, too, and
a bullet had put his walkie - talkie out
of commission.

There was·now no ineans of communiNot
he pla~ed h ims~lf over the.
cating with the home base. But he deothers -- he couldn't. He held a share
cided to go ahead to that village anyof the total guilt that was not acquired
way. He wanted to take no chances
from merely standin idly by. ,But they
with the Cong. And, besides, with a ·
all placed themselves over Ronson,
little luck, the troops might not have to
who should have had the guts to say no,
steep Ol} the ground tonight.
to at least slow this madness down.
They reached that village about an hour
Even in this God·forsaken corner of
Southeast Asia stories got around about before sundown and discovered that
its original occupants had returned,
other C.O.;s who had tried,-and even
with the exception of the young men,
sometimes succeeded. But not Michael
who had been killed. The survivors
Ronson, who was little older than his
had gathered up some sticks and built
troops ~nd lacking in both cqnfidence
a new row of shacks, and were now
and exp~erience. He knew what to
planting a new rice crop in the fields,
do in an attack or an ambush, but
the same way they had been doing it
with the armed enemy out of sight
for thousands of years. Edwards wonhe didn't feel like facing down,one of
dered how that general in Washington
his own men after the commission of
· thought anyone was going to bomb
an'other act that Radio Ha-noi could
this place back into the Stone Age
exaggerate ·· logical, because he knew
when it had never really left it.
a Jot more about those under his command than about those he was supposed
The villagers eyed their visitors with
to be protecting. Nobody seemed to

that

Edwards didn't move. But the others did.
They dropped their guns, too.
Edwards couldn't believe it.
'Are you crazy?', Ronson was screaming.
'This is mutiny! Do you realize that
nothing like this has ever happened in
this war before?'
'Maybe it hasn't,' said Edwards quietly.
The villagers couldn't believe it; they
couldn't speak English but they had a
fairly clear idea of what was going on.
But it wasn't theirs to believe it or not.
They ran into the forest, right past the
unarmed Americans, as fast as they
could.
Ronson picked up his own rifle and
prepared to fire at the rapidly d isappearing mob. But he was cut short.
For there were others, hidden ih the
trees and crouched in the rice paddies.
They couldn't speak English either, but
they could tell what was happening.
They couldn't believe it either, but it
wasn't theirs to believe it or not. They
acted.
Two days later, a scouting party radioed in to field headquarters.
'We're at that village, sir. We've found
Ronson's group. They're all dead, sir.
There's nobody else here.'
'Was it an ambush?', asked Major Kearny.
'Sure looks that way, sir. Some of the
men weren't even holding their guns.
They must have been caught completely by surprise.'
'Alright, soldier. Report back to the
base·· no, wait there, I'll send out
a 'copter like I should have done in the
first place to pick you up •. along with
those poor bastards.'
After signing off, Kearny ordered out the
helicopter. Then he ordered another
platoon to go out and take care of any·
body in the area who even vaguely
looked like a Cong.
-

•
Now :that the Seventies are ~J.Vell
begun, with doz-~ns <)f heroin addicts
dying in Ber.kl_e y frC?m over gose or
poison, · it_ ·i~ ~ime 'to consider th.e
politics of destructive drug us.e m the
white countercu .lture.
Blacks · people;s experi.ence gives us
some perspective. F"or some time now
the Black Panther Party has been out
front against the use of . al_l destru~?tive
· drugs. They see sq_ch drugs, from
1 alcohol tq speed and smack, as too_
ls
of ~ontroi and oppression t used by . the
capitalist system ~ for the purp!Jse of
genocide. ··
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U.S. agencies support hill tribes [like
the Meo] who make thier living growing
the poppy, and C.LA. advisors lead
their troops in combat against the North
Vietnamese. Major CIA bases in Thailand and Laos lie athwart the main
confluenc es of
opium supply routes
there, and receive heavy traffic from
former Nationalist Chinese refugees who
established themselves in control of
opium trade in the uplands of Burma,
and later. in Thailand.

.the

lt's not clear just how intimately
heroin has entered into determini ng
military policy in Southeas t Asia--Dien
Bien Phu and the Plain of Jarres are .
Surely there is substance tq their · · .
both opium-di stribution centers. But
fears.. Heroin· provides the rmst . direct
it's clear that the CIA is involved tbrou~
example. As the · biack ghettos became
its front airline, Air America, in flying
increasingly rebellious, _the black
out a major portion of S.E. Asian
liberation movemen t gathered momentu m opium
prodution , to filter through
. beginning with the burning of Watts in
various routes into America.
1965.
.
· The details of the drug's arrival are
By 19.68 there .were 'riots' in 120
still obscure. What is known is that its
Cities when Khlg w~s assassinated ..
distributi on system has changed since
then the tr~nd reversed. But . it took.
the old days when .the Mafia handled
·more than muhiplied military force
heroin in undispute d hegemony , though
and managed to 'pacify' the ghett~s.
that legend persists.
The relative peace since then has been
enforced by massive injections of
The Mafia's settled harmony with
heroin into the btJck mairyline ..
. big-city police was disrr:upted in ·the
: : ~~d~Sixties--by lapses of co-operatiDn and
Before each 'long hot summer' and
local arrests, and by high-level Federal
in each period of political tension,
prosecution of Mafia kingpins. Now
ready smack floods the ghettoes.
mush of the heroin traffic in the East
Addicts nod in doorways , people streng- is ultimately controlled by anti-Cast~o
then their locks in fear. Fifty percent _ Cuban refugees, which CIA connectio ns
of inner city crime is1said to be heroin~. _at least-- [And who knows what kind ~f
connected ; The people'~ energy becomes support from other governme nt agenc1es?
absorbed internally, turns against itself,
undermin es all revolt against the objectThis -on~--~o governme nt punch, with
ive soc.ial condition s.
the upshot 9f tighter control ~wer the
·heroin trade, was effected dun[lg the
years when ghetto rebeilions were
....
·

. ..··

AN lASt WA!

TO KILL AMOVEMENT

Perhaps the evidence is circumstantial.
Yet in America ten percent of the
adult populatio n are chronic alcoholics,
and the medical profession is bought
by the drug companies to teach
people to pop pills for their ills.

The highest commercial art of the culture is used to persuade people to seek
chemical remedy for social reality,
and massive popu!atio ns of children are
drugged with amphetam ines to "adjust"
them to schools rapidly growing more
intolerable.
With small exception all the major in·
stitutions of America now passively or
act~vely cooperate in addicting people
to a Vo.!ide variety of destructiv e drugs;
most are legal and all are highly profitable. From tobacco to barbituate s
and speed, all sap human energy, destroy the body, and confuse the private
and collective spirit.

rhetorical. Had they focused their
work as much on smack as on children's breakfasts, and sent out armed
patrols after the pusher as they did
following the pal ice at first, they might
have won deeper allegiance and support
from the black communi ty.)
If only the blacks were threatene d
sharply by drug genocide, all this
would be academic ·· for we in white
America are still largely racist in our
perspective and concerns. But now the
Plague afflicts the children of the white
middle class ·· the changing young, the
white niggers of the coutercul ture. Our
resemblances to the blacks has long
been evident -- we are hairy, smelly,
sexy, looser, musical, etc. -- and now
the ravage of drugs in their communi ty
is being repeated in ours. .

The white youth ghettoes were forming
during the mid-Sixties, while the white
student movemen t was becoming a ponhi trying to stand back, to grasp in
derable force for social change. In
History what is happening to us now,
1967, their prototype , the Haight, was
This practice of drugging black ghetto· In these years of Law'n'Or der, heroin
it is well to remembe r that destructiv e trumpete d nationally by the Media.
es with smack seems to have begun
multiplies crime in the urban core -drugs are a traditiona l tool of American Two years later echo Haights were
seriously in · the summer of 1968. The
the National Institute of Mental
policy, for deliberate cultural genocide. visible in 200 cities, and by the early
political was too perfect to be dismissed Health's current underesti mate is
Seventies many counter-c ommuniti es were
as mere coincidence. And that · its
250,00q junkies.
making serious bids for shares of civic
The Opium Wars which opened the
purpose is political is suggested by facts
power.
about the heroin trade which are now
In response, police forces expand enor- Orient to U.S. imperialism eQded in
emergeng.
1858 with America requiring China to
mously, function in the ghettos as
Until the time of the Haight's exposure,
occupying armies. organize and affiliate legalize opium trade. And during the
the drug uses of the San Francisco Bay
Let us look to where heroin connes
for independ ent political power, mutate two centuries previous, alcohol was
from, ·and how it gets to the black
Area counter-c ommunity revolved almost
the chemical •warfare -- and smallpox
into Minutemen and beyond. To the
ghettoes. [I am indebted to Michael
exclusively around grass, acid, and
the biological warfare we d(rected
extent that the present balances and
Aldrich of the Marijuana Review, and
other psychedelics. These drugs served
agail)st the ~Y Indian tribel; in our
policies of power in this nation dethrough him Alien Ginsberg, for mucH
many as powerful agents of personal
first exercise in genocide.
pend on wide and spreading heroin
of this material}.
change, or spiritual and social insight,
.
us~. by t~e blacks ·and the young, -~ur
and opened consciousness in a way comNow in Harlem pushers deal smack to
m1htary mvolvement in S.E. Asia is
Contrary to official myth, the great
patible with radical social transform ation.
eight-year-olds from white Caddies
as much for the sake of heroin as for
bulk of heroin entering the U.S. comes
parked in front of the grammar
tungsten and oil.
not from the opium fields of Turkey by
schools, and liberals put the Panthers
Much of their manufact ure and distribuway of Marseilles, but from Southeas t
down for being paranoid.
tion
were motivated in part by misAm
I
going
too
far,
to
suggest a
Asia by ugly means. Opium productio n
;ionary zeal and humane concern; and
great
depth
of
Governm
ent
involvem
ent
·
in the U.S.--controlled regions of lndoNith lore for their use as agents of
-- both domesticallv and internatio n(lt must be said, that outside their own ~rowth.
. china increased tenfold from 1960 to
ally -- with heroin as an instrumen t of
ranks the Panthers' battle against
- -1970.
social control?
, .
~mack -- like that of almost all other
= :........::-'-=-- - . .
(to page fifteen)
....·,· - ·· --~.~ ·· ~~·:: :: · · . ,,.-.. ~- ~l~:. o1¥J"~OI~"9Qoary g_roups -~ has been mostly
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:_ iERIC: Exactly how far back does your
··xperience in film go?
_
SITNEY: Actually, I read a couple of
-books on film and I decided I wanted to
find out abC)ut film history. At that tirrie1 was in New Haven, and there were no
film societies there. At Yale- there were
only screenings of popular movies. So ,got, together with a couple of friends and
I tried to form a film society. I guess the
way I did it was technically illegal ~ a fraud.
We called a number of distributors and
booked a series of films. Then (put up
mimeagraphed announcements around
the City and proceeded to seO tickets without having" secured a place to show the
films or the mo-ney to pay for them. With
the money-we got for the tickets we had
· enough to pay the 'rent for the films, but
_that's when it got stickey. Because of our
age no one wanted to give us a room; no
one really believed we were doing it; when
f went down to the Museum of Modern
Art to pay for the film ·rentals th-ey ·
panicked and made me bring my parenls
in to sign the rental slip. After a whole
bunch of betrayals the local Y.M.C.A.
finally allowed us to use a basi=~merit room..
That's how I started a film society. Then,
since we· had a film soCiety, I decided to
start a _magazine.

mentaries. I have yet to see in that
"genre" any work of the level of consciousness of a Sergei Eisenstein or a
circle that in"cluded _Jonas Mekas and myDziga Vertov which could synthesize both
self and now this dream was finally being
the revolutionary aspects of form and the
realized. I was staggered, and of course
I said yes. Then for three years we worked revolutionary aspects of politics. Until
s11r.h a svnthesis is possible it seems to
on the planning, the construction the
me that a truly political cinema has not
polemics, the ideology of a film ~useum.
arrived.
film museum and library, Starting such

a museum had long been a dream of a

E: Did Peter KubeJka design the theatre

for the Film Archives?

E: Do you have any interest in politics
outside of film?

S: A number of people were involved.
S: I'm not a party man of any sort, but
All along the idea was to have the best
I thmk that any person who thinks about
possible theatre for showing the best
anything is interested in political aspects.
"avant garde" films. We met Kubelka in
I have an immense suspicion of mass
th~ process of this dr.eam and he had an
psychology and its political ramifications.
idea of the ideal physical plant. He called
I'm very interested in the kind of thought
it "the invisible cinema:• Kubelka's
that has been generated about political
ideal theatre would h.aye been much larger, questions by people like Marcuse, and by
located in midtown and shaped like a giant neo-Freudian criticism. But I am equally
egg. Economics and circumstances led to
interested in the political revelations of
a few compromises from the i_deal, and
people who fashionable thought now
working wjth archjtects we ended up with
labefs as fascists,_ such as Ezra Pound and
Anthology Film Archives. I started out
Wyndham Lewis. lt seems to me that
as the director, with a group of six people
wJ:lat we nPfld more than anvth inQ else
who would select the films to t;>e shown.
in the sphere of political thought is inMyself, Peter Kubelka, Jonas Mekas,
telligence and not party line. I'm afraid
Stan Brakhage, James Broughton and
one can see a repetition among those
Ken Kelman. As the committees met it
people who do not know the history of
became very difficult to work as a group
radical politics in the twenties and thirties
because of the number of distinct personaliti~s involved. After a y~ar, Brakhage
resigned in a great traumatic moment. I
ERIC: Was that "Film Culture?"found more and more that my energies
were sapped by being a public figure in
SITNEY: No. "F'ilm Culture" was·
already existant. lt had been the big film charge of the museum. Eventually I resigned as the sole director of the museum
magazine since 1955. This was ;n 1960.
and Jonas Mekas, who is much better at
We st~rte~ a little ·magazine called "Film
handling the public relations aspect of
Wise" as the notes for the film society and
the job but had originally not wanted to
that's where I started writing about film.take the position because he was working
All the time I was pursuing an academic
on a film of his own, took my place.
ed_ucation J was contributing to variou·s
Jonas Mekas and I became eo-directors,
film period.icals.
·
. he _in ct)~rge of the business of running
the theatre and I in charge of the libr~ry
E: How did you get from there to being .. and publications and the scholarly aspects.
an editor of "Film Culture?"
E: ·oo you and.Jonas Mekas see the Film
S: That was ironic. it's partl.y because ·
Archives as an expanding phenomena or
of the generosity of a great man, Jonas ·
do you plan to maintain it in its present
Mekas, and partially because of what he
state?
didn;t know at the time. in "Filmwise"
_I h~~-s~rt~ publishing articles on the
-S: At the very moment with the present
-....avarit garde" film. -h be,Came my spe--state of economics, Anthology is somecialty at the aqe of seventeen or so. WP.
what crippled. We had planned to expand
had _an exposition of the work of Maya
the various scholarly facilities. We had
Deren, Stan Brakhage, etc. No one was
planned a special program for providing
writing about this area of film at the
Phd. candidates with films. We had a
time. Mekas wasn't yet particularly inprogram for catalogueing and research
terested. I would send off copies of our
into the history of American "avant
local notes to all the major film publica'garde" film. These programs have been
tions. Mekas sent note back to me askin America a repetition of those strategies
temporarily postponed. Our problem at
ing if I would like to be "avant garde"
and the kind of dilemna that Stalinism
the
moment
is
survival.
caused repeated in the"varlous forms of
film editor of "Film Culture:• I wrote
religious acceptance that Maoism has had
back and said "Yes, I accepe' Then I
E; Let me shift the subject slightly. Be·
in our society. The problem of talking
went to New York to meet him. The
cause of Eisenstein's WQrk film has some
about politics is that one thinks simulother people around him looked at me
kind of foundation in potftics,- but now in
taneously of those very intelligent people
and said "Christ Almighty, he'!!. just a
America we are seeing ,the growth of film
who have analvzed p_olitical_si,uations and
kid! He can't be an editor:' Bllt Jonas
as a poetic and strictly artistic medfum in
.of those great numbers of people who
said "What the hell. If he writes that
works by Michael Snow and Stan Brakhage have unintelligently followed either
kind of article, we'll publish it:' So he
Are you interested at all in the political
noble and heroic or weak and fashionwas very generous, and from that point
aspects and potentialities of film?
able political ·lines. lt seems to me to be
on I was an editor of "Film Culture:'
a very difficult time for serrous thought
What I would do is sneak out of high
S: Well, the particular dichotomy you
about politics.
school for a couple of days a week, go to
raise is oversimplified. In the first place
New York to work on the magazine,
there
is a certain factor about politic_!ll
E: Have you seen any of the newsreel
and come back with a note from my motvoe films that have come out of
-ther saying I had been sick. This went on films. 1) A truly political film must be
one that will do more than simply raise
Vietnam?
for rriy entire senior year of high school
the cry of Right On! from the people who

person who has made films about all the
aspects of life which engage his consciousness. He made a very famous series of
films about the birth of his children. He
-has dealt with his own sexuality very
frankly in a number of films throughout
his life. He's dealt with his concepts and
his notions of cosmology. He's made films
about what he sees every day. He's tried
to give an impression of air, fire and water
as he encounters it. He is a great lyrical
poet of the cinema and almost all the
major issues that touch our times have
appeared one way or another in his
films. A very curious, complex and interesting aspect of this is his film
"Twenty-Third Psalm Branch" which

interview
with
8dams

sit ne~

a

and I spent the following summer in

New York working full time on the ma- ·
gazine.

Ei- Did yo~u have a great part to play in
the transformation of "Film Culture"
int6 an "av~nt garde'" publications?
S: No. History had a great part to play
.in that .. I had somehow gotten on to
something that was emerging. I wouldn't
say that it was because of me that "Film
Culture" changed, but rather that part of
the general change was their inviting me.
· The logical consequences of that change
added to ttie work of the filmmakers led
to thE:
general
sh
.
- 11-t.
E: So th(m did you work on "Film
Culture" until Anthology Film Archives
came into being?

. s·; No, I stayed in Europe, lecturing and
writing and trying to write a novel. After
about a year· and a half I received a letter
asking_if I wou,ld come to tak~ over a

are already committed to that political position and raise the crv of esoionage and
propaganda from the people who are
oppoSed to that position. Almost everything that has been produced by the socalled political cinema of the sixties has
been of the agid-prop nature and directed
towards a kind of cheerleader politics.
This encourages people who are already
committed to a given position but simply
alienates those who are opposed to it.
What you call the poetic cinema is invo~ved
in a much wider series of tactics. A senes
of tactics that Eisenstein must, to a certain
extent, be reconcifed with. t ba~ically
believe that a cinema which makes ~eople
think, which widens their consciousness,
which forces them to use their eyes and
to use their minds critically is a cinema
of ultimate politic~( val.ue. Much m9re
than a'cinenu1 that merely give people
confidence in and confirmation of an
already established political slogan.
Various organizations, such as Newsreel,
have attempted to make political docu.
. .
. . .

S: Well I've seen the American newsreel,
and I've seen Joris Even's film from North
Vietnam. One reacts in a kind of gut way.
The conditions for making high art, I
think, are quite other than warfare. I
can't imagine how a film can deal with
a situation as problematic and guilt-ridden
for the American people as Vietnam in a
sophisticated and artistic.way. Nevertheless, there is a film, not about Vietnam,
directed by Stan Brakhage, called
''Twenty-Third Psalm Branch" which
deals with therphenomenon of war and
the way the human consciousness confronts the idea of war. ft seems to me to
offer more vision and more intelligence on
the subject than any of the direct agid-pror
films that I've seen such as Joris Even's
work.
E: Can we talk more about Stan
Brakhage?
S: I think Brakhage is one of the most
dominant figures in the American "avant
garde" film. He is a very large man, a

1~§1~~9~~9~,.ff.~JYJ~,!JJ~~~ 16~M:,, , \.: •, ·

was engendered out of the kind of agony
that he felt over the type of questions
you are posing me. Brakhage doesn't respond as an intellectual. He responds as
a dialectician sometimes,.. he responds
as a personal artist, and he had to make
a work which enoompassed all of his complex personal ideas about the nature of
warmakers and politics. And I think he
has created a very intelligent and very
interesting work in that particular film.
In this century it is very hard for art to
do the work of politics, although at
various timesit has been called upon to
do so. One can't think of any exceptionally successful examples. Eisenstein, I
think, is perhaps the exer:npliary case.
along with Vertov and certain other figures who happen to have tasted that
exhilaration known as the October Revolution and have had that tremendous sense
of the fusion of modernist thought with
political revolution. But the subsequent
history of what happened t~ Vertov -.nrl
Eisenstein has tended to make the idea
of revolution a pessimistic altliough perhaps not absolutely negative force for
subsequent artists. The great paradox of
the relationship between personal liberty
and political organization occurred with
the coming of Stalin, and this paradox
has cast a shadow over subsequent revoclear on it. I'm not a political expert,

I'm iust looking at this from the very confused point of view of someone involved
in the arts and seeing politics through
the filter of the experience of artists.
E: You mentioned video. Do you feel
threatened by the ptospect of video?
S: Not at all. In fact the idea struck me
the day that Anthology Film Archives
open.ed that in a way Anthology Film
Arch1ves was the first physical theatre
constructed to meet the needs of cinema
rather than the needs of the legitimate _
,
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stage. lt struck me that on that day, opening as it did, that the fact that one
could have an idealized film theatre was
curiously coincident with the fact that
the filrp had ·b~=>come to some extent
a fossHized ~edium. With the emergeance
of video there is something newer on the
horizon. At this particular stage I don't
think it i~ possible to define' what will
be the ideal situation for viewing video.
The fact that video exists and is beginning ~o pose its, own problems somehow
helps to clarify what the problems and
dimensions of film are.

E. Are you interest~d in developin~ a
program of film here? Do you see Jt
. ~s just a job for you, or do you have any
intetest in film education on a college
·.-. level?
·
S: lt seems to me to be quite evident ·
that between now, 1971 , and the end c;>f
this millenium the year 2000, there w1ll
be a heroic ag~ of film schola,rshir:;
conceiveably also a heroic age of f1lm
making, but that remains to b~ seen. .
lt seems to be my major function at th1s
. moment 'to wod< toward the development of serious thought about film. And
one of the wavs· in. which I se~ it is as
a teacher. Bard is in a position, as any

ttudents, J'd be very jnterested. Un fortunately my position is as an extreme auxiliary man in the department. The arts at
. Bard are conceived, not wrongly, as
practical arts. Some one who majors in
film is considered ~ssentially to be a
film~maker. Nevertheles~. there is a
.
certain satisfaction for one who is in to ·
the ~istoiy of film, the aesthetics of
film, to have partipularly good students
to work with him. lt remains to be
seen whether those' particular kind of
students with that particular interest
will be attracted by· ttie gl.ven situation.
bf course, niv reaction is a function ot
that possibility or not.
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E: Do you think the students you have
now or the students who will be coming
will have _to make a _radical re-orientation
towards film?
S: The big problem is like a library. If

Bard had a thousand films that its students could take off the shelves and look
at in the same way that they can go to
tha Bard library then it would be a ·
much simpler situation. For really
serious work to begin, the films will
have to be here, available. A chance will
have to be made for them to be seen
and re-seen. This seems to be onP. <:-of -=tt'l:.J

•Musician Ship
by ~O~.LOUIS SIEGEL

track of any movie from the 1930's
Having received a flood (or at least a can imagine what that record sounds
high tide} Of review copies of classical like now. The recording level on the
Giulini is a bit too high, but it sounds
records in recent weeks, I've decided
a lot better. If you can only buy one
that I have pretty good reason to
classical record this year....
write a column. B.esides, they're all
great records.
·
One of the truly immortal pieces of
Last year Angel released the first re- vio1in playing has been Jascha Heifetz'
cordings ~f the· great .Italian conductor interpretation of the Sibelius Violin
Concer~:o. His recording with the late
Carlo Maria Giulini with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra. Because of poor- great S1r Thomas Beecham conducting,
ly chosen repertory, (!nd because Giu- made in the '40's, has attained legenlini w~sn't in top form, these records dary stature; his stereo version, with
were. duds, but two new disks featur- Waiter Hendl and the Chicago, is, hawing the Mahler First and Beethoven
ever, far preferable because of the improved sound. The latter has always
Seventh Symphonies show both the
conductor and the orchestra at their
been my favorite violin record, but it
avve-inspiring best. \n both, G1.u\ini
had one disadvantage: the performance
is in full control of both himself and was 27 minutes long and the only
the music; no detail is overlooked,
tliing on the record. Now, RCA has
yet 110thing is overdone.· The Mahler changed all that: the performance is
is spared .the supertheatrics that so
still 27 minutes long, but it's on one
conductors bring to it; the piece, record side, with another great Heifetz
all, is melodramatic enough as
recording, that of tf1e Prokofiev Second
is. The long finale is tighly held
Concerto, on the flip side (the Prokotogether. anc:f the great fanfares hit
fiev was previously on the flip side with
the .listener with. full force. Th!=!re
the Mendelssohn Concerto, which is
at last count, 15 versions of
NOT a great Heifetz. performance).
is work in the catalogue, but there
Both still sound great after a decade.
only one that is equal to this one: In other words, this is a disk for a
e Jascha Horenstein version on None- desert island.
with the London Symphony.

college is now, to establish a very seri. ous, high level program in film making
arid film scholarship. They can, if they
. are clever enough in the 'le~t fc:;11v y.~:::~o~rs
create • a nuclear facuhy of the highest
order. I'm interested in the possibility
of the ki11d of $tl,Jd(lnts who VI(Quld be
attracted because of the situation at Bard.
If the situ{)tion per~i$ts ft$Jt is..now. with
two or three or four part-time members
of the facultY in an overcrowded department with insufficient furi.ding, I
don't think it can develop on a scale
. that we wou Id like and that would make
·it most frui~ful to te(!ch here. I don't
think of it simply .as a job, and also I
have only been here for a month and
I do not yet know the parameters of
seriousness extended by the students in
regard to film. There's a certain kind of
person, lost in a daze, who- will heBd for
· film. This doesn't me:an that ev~ryone
who's interested in film-making is i.n
this position, but this is a factor that
·any film departmen't_:that speakshi;m- ,
estly must contend with; it is fashionable,
it's in, it's hip, i.t has that level of mag- .
nitisin . On the other hand, it also
attracts people who are very 'aware of
their .society and the intellectual trends
emergeant around them, peopl_e who
· have a certain visionary sense of •rt and
the future of art and the evolution of
their times in terms of aesthetics. A few
months at Bard will not tell what kind
ot~~der;:tt,s.i~ ..wii.J1Jttract in the next
fe't{ years. Jf it can attract the b.est

J?rimary factors in serious

film ed~cation.

E: But of course you do have the problems of a small school.

I

S: Exactly, we're dealing with a critical
problem. Film is expensive. lt's a heroic
venture for a small, privately endowed
school to get into. Eventually, and the
president is quite aware of this, Bard
must face the question of how much of
a commitment it ca.l make to spending
money for film. If students continue to
come at the rate at which 'they have
been coming, which isn't.at all sure
since film may just b~ the lash ion of
this year, this decision would be made
easier. The situation now in the .Red
Balloon is like that of a biology depart·ment in a b~rn crying out for microscopes. We simply need the materials.
And then there's going to be another
question - how much should be spent
for film-making materials, since filmmaking is the major concern of the
Bard film department .... One really
doesn't know at this early stage what is
going to become of it. I 'm interested.
by Eric Arnould & Eleanor Alrnone

Some notes: At long last , Phillips
Records has decided to replace all of
its American - pressed (by the Mercury
are something like 27 Beethoven Records plant) disks with British pres~
sings. Good news, because American
Sevenths, but I can't think of one
Phillips pressings were notorious -- nay
that's as good as the new Giulini, allegendary -- for bad bass response,
though a few come close. This is my
crackles and pops, and funny whines.
personal favorite of all symphonies,
The move leaves Angel/Capitol in the
because of the incredible rythmic
last place in pressings, just below RCA.
thrust that goes all the way through.
The only other conductor who ever put
Columbia, in the meantime, has decided
across the rythms as well as Giulini
does here was Toscanini in his recording to cut their production of re-release
disks ('Greatest Hits' of great composers,
with the New York Philarmonic. But
et.c.) in favor of new recordings. I
Toscanini recorded that in 1936, and
wish I knew what kind of new recoranyone who has ever heard the sounddinas.•..
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Standing on Interstate 90 tn the middle of ' it looked like a huge me~y livingroom,
look like it's gonna wohk out. I can't unMontana, there was that closing-of-summer· which gave him a dark impression. The
dastand it. Howkin a relationship dissafeeling in his mind, the feeling tliat was so
faces looked sloppy-happy.
peah?" I wonder where Melody is going
mixecJ with the long tdp back east and th-e
to stay when she gets to New York. She's
tho-ught of school again. But again and a"New Yohk?!" Bustle bustle. "Ya got
already kicked a heroin habit once and
gain. all summer was happening as the seenough room back thea? Good. Where·
cond phase of the thoughtfeeling that had
abouts ya gain' in New Yohk? Manhattn? has been used quite a bit. She was crying ~
begun ~he_summ~r before: that there we're
Weah goin'"t~- Ooeens. Ot:Jtasite. Weahreon this morning after she spoke to her mother
on the phone who said that for her birthda'
no ~al vacations anymore because there
oua way." The car started up again and
she's like a fifteen-year-old girl back home
was something to find out; that school
_ eveiyone introduced themselves. The driagain.
f'as ~a_ Choice and.life was tbe real scheol
ver's name was Jim. After some questions
anyway r and for the tityJe. evef! though
from Him, the hitch-hiker told them some She just turned the radio off. She's the
ther~ .was much churning and broo~ing,
of who he was, where he'd been and what one who's been trying to turn it on for
!here, was no th~eat - until it came to chang: h~ w_as_ doi!}9 going b~ck to New York at
four days.
mg h1mself and the ways he related too- ·
mnety miles an hour down the Montana
thers. There were many problems there
I'm sitting in the back on a big fluffy sleep·
_highw~y:
still. He was slowly beginning to work on
ing bag with Jim and Beverly who have
himself. Wher~ th_e present scheme of
been together about as long as my girl and
Aug. 28 evenin~
his 'rife was conce'rhed, always there' was an
I have. They are warm and happy. They
expec_tancy of some kind of drastic change.
So ends Dean Moriarty as 1 finish Kerouac' snuggle and coo a lot. They talk a lot a. .
. ON THE ROAD and the radio is working
bout consciousness, macrobiotics, astrolo·
for the first time s_ince I stepped into
Last s~m~er: d~wne<i"o~ hi~ life at large
gy, chanting and yoga. They seem to kno\1\
in its wholene~s and depth. The boundaries this box four days ago. o--f ail times· for th-e a good deal about occult sciences, but as
· of school and living at home were broken
radio to work and that smooth soft song . with me, their knowledge far exceeds their
for good and he was alone but at one with
comes on as night is coming to Ohio after -practice or realization. Beverly sits back
each strange summer day he lived in every
the orange-sun hung and looked at the
· here with her shirt off all the time and
ne.w place he saw with every stranger he
east, _silently s·u mming up the summer as · -Jim is mostly quiet, occasionally getting
cameto know. His story, though colored
it started its slow blink in the mist. 1 can
goofy with an evil leer. When they talk
with . !~e pec)PJe an9 destiny of hir.·own ·
picture De~m's women thinking this song
they get very excited and talk at the same
about him; "He.gives -me love, love, love, time, rapidly trading short sentences. E·
life,-was the St9ry of every freshly-sprung
love, crazy love, he gives me love, love,
eighteen-year-old of that summer who had
ven funnier is hearing these double-track
CHAPTER TEN
love, _love, crazy lov~.''
had it_fn his tread for some time that the
revelations on Baba Ram Das, chanting
OM, th~ spiral of creation, or on ~ating
'~He began to lean 'Yesf' to everything, just
road 'was the p·iace where there ~as some~ccordmg
to the Order of the Un1verse
like Dean at this time, and hasn't stopped
thing to find, Where something was to beThe things all these trees and houses and
gin.
·
· : ·m Brooklynese. We hear alot about smok- since."
glowing yellow fields are telling me driving
hashish and taking chemicals, too.
ing to New Yotk tonight, six hundred mile
.
.
Yes, the feeling, that particupar feeling of
straight through all the way.
A guy named fl.:1•ke got out later m the day elation, of life gushing out of my pours was
we had the accident to go down to Denver. slowly coming back as we approached New
The summer it's been. With the girl I've
He's so mellow and good to talk with. He York. The last time I could remember feel~antasized lovi,ng all my life. But it really
ing anything comparable to this manic on1s that we don t know, and that sometimes believes in Jesus, but he doesn't really
we can actually look at each other and not try to push it on you like most tresh con- rush was last fall, my first autumn in the
know. But here I am on my own for two verts. When I asked him what his sign was, country, up at college. I was finally living
he said, ''Well first of all, I 'm a child of
away from home, I had stopped taking
weeks heading back to see her again and
dr~gs, I stopped eating meat, I started doing
practically all I've been thinking about are God ... "
the times when she's pissed the hell out of We picked up another guy yesterday in
.a. l•ttl~ hatHa yog?•. school was for the first
1
South Dakota. He's from LA. and kind of ttme'" years exc1tmg and above all, 1 fell,
me. We've been together almost a-whole
wierd · L.A.-sort-of-crazy-see ming. and
as much as I ran headlong into, love. Each
vear and I can't even remember what she
1
'
~ooks like. But ,. really don't know myself, sounds like Frank Zappa when he talks.
day was a quiet grace. There was nothing
He's carry assorted dope, which makes me to be worried about- not even the probJUst as she really doesn't know herself and
real love is a rare thing between people
a little nervous and he told us all about
lems at home in the monster city. Even
like us at nineteen at this day and age at
this lucrative auto-repair business he sold
that mess was part of the ecstatic life 1
this stage of growth and all that.
right before he left L.A. He really throws wa~ leading. lt had a sweet, soft slow senthat mechanic's jargon around. He and
sat1on, a melting, almost tearful ~woon
·; , So much is flying by outside me and so
Melody slept together last night while To- but now there was so much energy.
'
~ ' much is going on so vaguely inside me that ny talked to me some more. Told me how
; ~ I feel very far away from h~r and from
he used to be a giv dealer and how he's
~iter the long summer of being taken by
going to do one more deal of a hundred
circumstance every time to the point of
\ · love and from everything i can think of.
fac!ng responsibility for everything, every
'\--~ lt takes so much evergy to get this all down an.d,fift_y k.ilps and how he's pretty sure
. -,;1wt:-en I'm so weary of it all going by all sum thts 11 be h1s last because he promised his act1on, the gladness was there again. Out
father he wouldn't do it anymore after he of the wisdom gained through living such a
1., mer in automqbiles,.with her, and friends,
was busted last year.
1
paradoxically introverted yet frenetic di' ·' ·~·:J
and relatives and loved ones. almost all the
verse summer, out of the experience ~f
. ~ people I've ever known and still more stranStrange how· we're all here together barrel- four summers in one came the insane will
;- gers every day, The summer has been a
ling down some highway gathered from
to grapple with New York and all the past,
summary of my life.
all over, from infinitely diverse destinies.
present and future problems it might drop
I get this feeling a lot, even among people ~m me, then go up to school and start
work·
An~ th:re's even mor~to come~ all of New I've known for a long time.
mg on the specific goals that I wanted to
~9rk ~~~ yet, The..Big ~otte,n Apple yet .
attain. I would not just attentiv~ly drift
lt was never fo ulated as an aim. lt was
that ts tf we make tt there alive with the
These long hauls are always thoughtful
a feeling underneath the dull continuings
carbon mon-ozide that's been leaking rrito times for me. The endless blur of road anc and observe like last vear. That had its
of every day, and when the ·time came it
the car for the whole trip. And the acciscenery drive me inside myself. Been try- season. I was going to start to do more.
. wa_s an emergeJ1ce as natur~~ and unthought det;tt we h~d in Wvqm i_n~ qoinQ 90. But
ing not to let my mind wander - trying to
But like last year, I would spend this year
we re all still here and the car still goes
of as a bird's first flight. But un111<e most
concentrate on one thing, or on nothing.
fast, so why not?
remembering the long, peopled and comnew birds, his wings had been ready for
I can't do it for too long. Today I went
spme time: For those years it was torture
off and imagined writing a book of all my plex summer days one by one, what they
taught me and what they meant in the
Tony,
the
guy
Who
owns
this
stream
liner
travels,
each chapter with a quote from
to stay in the _ 11est~ .and out ot ~?>nscious
scheme of things. But I knew that as 1
(which incidentally, he really got taken
ON THE ROAD as its preface and point
ch9ice, no less, bu• when his time came,
still discovered new understanding of the
:m) was talking to me about his relationof departure.
he flew without faltering.
summer before, this summer was different
. ihip with ,Melody, a fifteen-year-old runyet. I was no longer newly born at least
away ~ho he met in Oregon a week ago.
CHAPTER FOUR
lt had been slow'day hitchhiking. That
no
longer in the terms of last su~mer.
~ec1dmg
that
they
had
a
good
thing_
gomomi_D_g he had gotten a ride. from Spok'"l.A." I loved the way she said "L.A.";
mg, he took her along to New T ork to:
ane to Missoula ·from a· friend of his cous-·
I love the way everybody says "LA" on
live with him. Ever since, they've been
As we emerged from the Holland Tunnel
in's, but since then he had gotten onfy
the Coast; it's their one and only golden
New York looked the same and felt the '
having problems. The accident occurred
town where all is 'said and done.'
short and infrequent rides. He was patient, when "!'o~y,· who was driving stoned on ·
same. t would not take a whole year to
though.
uncover this summer. I was to start under·
·
·hashish, lean~· over to Mefody anff
1 touched down in LA. International Air- standing now, though I knew this city held
- "''
· --~- · - · ·- croon eel in his adolescent OueEms tone
port all by myself flying at 40,000 feet
more surprises for me. I said good-bye to
Occasional cars had been passing him
"C'mon, glmniie a kiss" upon whicfl w~
on the LSD I had taken an hour and a half my friends, and for the third summer in a
that spot for twenty minutes when a blue
fishtailed and spun off the road into a
before at the San Francisco Airport. Some row, I set foot after three months on fortyblur barrelled past him and gradually came ditch. We were on the road again a few
to' a stop fifty yards away. He picked up
hours·later after having I gotten towed out how I had to find a way of getting myself second street and eighth avenue. lt was five
his pack and ran toward the car as it backec am! Tony hpving bought a new set of tires away from the insanity of this airport and a.m. lt looked and felt more the same than
into downtown Los Angeles tn·four.hours 1 it ever had before. Yet it was still just anup . .When they met he looked inside as
and a tank of gas with his father's credit
meet my father at the Park-Sherato~ Hotel other place. The point of all this travelling
five assort£d faces looked back at him,
card. Anyway, Melody kept telling Tony
smilin_9.
First I had to face the insurmountable task was no longer the sensation of seeing a
"Thank you.'' "Hi." "HI." "Where are
that "the feeling was gone" and Tony was of actually going to
get my sleeping bag
place for the first time, even if it was my
• ? .
pisse,d because !'le had such great things in
at the paggage pick-up, which was undoubt- home town. The point of it all was me .
.. y_ou gom. ·
_
mind. 1:-fe told me, "Like I really wanna
"New York.'' The· car was a battered, me·
find a good chick to live with at school and edly fourteen miles away if it was anywhere
by CHRIS CURTIS
ta/lic-blue_, '66 Pontiac Bonneville: Jnside
really get it tagetha with _hah, but it can't

.,t/;,

a
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•
by ·chris Martinez
:The r:'ew Airplane album-- W~ll, if you've
b~en with _try em from t~e .beginning
(Surrealistic Pillow) (if you want to start
with Grace), the typical reaction I've encountered is that h is pretty poor. If
you came in relatively late (Volunteers)
you might consider it a fine album, ranking right up there with Sly, thl:;! Stones,
Grand Funk or wherever your tastes run.
And of cour-Se I'm .there are ali the shades
in between --Total shft to their best.·
Each to his _()Wn as I always say. ·(Actually'
- · I never say that, I just didn't want to
· offend anyone by leaving their point of
· view out). Nevertheless .... ! fear that Bark
shall prove to be the first of the nonJefferson Airplane Ai.rplane albums. Or
perhaps the last true Airplane.
This is not to say that Paul Kantner,
Grace Slick, Jorma Kaukenen, Jack Cassady, Joey Covingten and Papa John Creach
will not_continue to put out albums, but
itwill be just that, Paul Kantner, Grace
Slick, etc .... putting out albums. Not the
_Jefferson Airp~ane.
·
r

Now before you get yourself involved in
. the self-righteous anger (since you liked
Bark) of accusing me of being a 'Rock
Reactionar y' (or something like that) let
me say that I do believe in the ability of ·
a band to change their style and personnel
and still remain the same band. The
Grateful Dead have always been the
Grateful Dead. With or without Tom
Constanten , one drummer or two, Dark
Star, Johnny B. Goode or Ripple.
.

.

.

What I'm talking -about is the cohesive
feeling, the combined musical and personnel interaction ·- so necessary and
integral to the San Francisco Groups in
particular. The ....~it may seem trite· or
corny, but I've -played the music, the only
word that really describes it i_s love.
The love
Without which 95% of rock is nothing but
banal restatemen t of the same lyric ideas·
of the last century, boring repetition of
the most simplistic musical modes of the
last four centuries, and noise.:.loud noise.
Woodstock merely showed on a larger
_scale what the San Francisco ballrooms
had known since 1966. That no matter
what the quality of the music (and the
early Dead were pathetic at times) (as .
was the later Dead at Woodstock for that
matter) the important thing, the vital
thing was the feelings --vibrations-- whatever hackneyed , overused phrase you
wish -- I use love.

... ..

'

.·

·Which brings us back to the Ai[~ian.e
(thought I forgot about ··em didn;t yai)
{no such luck) Surrealistic Pillow sounds
to _me like an._ act of love. Sornethll]g that .
ex~ends out and beyond the re«ording .
studio w_here it wascut. Sqm~thingthat . .
was_the product, directly, of the six members of the Jefferson Airplane, and perhaps indirectly of the entire San Francisco
scene that supported them.
. The love-- I ,keep_ returning to-that, perhaps even harping on jt, but how else can
_!express it? _Listen to "Today." Really
listen. Not as a backround entertainm ent
to' get stoned by1 but ·as an entity to be
apprec!ated in and of itself
..
With you standing here
I can tell the world
What it means to love
To go on from here
I oan use words
But they don't say enough.
And musically-- once again - listen, really
listen, to "Spare Change" off of "After
Bathing at Baxters." Spare Change.
That's exactly what it is. A few minutes
taken from the whole of a Jorma
Kaukenen, Jack Cassady, Spencer Oryden
session, but you can FEEL the interaction. The movement. Jack, laying in a
foundation . Jorma, making a stab here,
a stab there, finding something good and
moving along with it. Spencer, nagging
pushing things along ... How can I describe
it? I can't. Go listen to it!
Then listen to Bark.
I guess what bothers me most about Bark
is its mediocrity . A close second would
have to be the general lack of subtlety.
Especially musically. Why?

Gr~~~~.s ·~;6r~zy Mirc:nda" seems (musically) strangely reminiscen t of the open. iD9 bars of "Rejoyce" as does "Lawman"
seem (again musically) reminiscen t of
"Hey Fredrick" from Volunteers .
"Pretty as You Feel" seems to me to be
the lamest cut on the album. It kind of
starts with both a musical and a lyrical
· statement that would appear to have some
sort of potential --and then carries it on
and on and on and on and goes absolutely
nowhere in the end.
Ahh but I can't say that it's all bad. That
would neither be fair nor honest. I found
both a gem and a rhinestone. Rhinestones first: Joey Covington' s sole cut
"Thunk" appeals to me. Nothing special,
b_ut still very nice. Something that you
yburself might have always wanted to do
(as I do) if you could ever get a hold of
a really good tape recorder. Sing your
own eight-part harmony piece. A capella,
no less!
And finally the gem. I think "Third Week
at the Chelsea" is the finest song Jorma
has written to date. Without exception.
And I guess part of the reason for that
is that it essentially says all that I've been
trying to get across in this article. That
the dream is over. That for those people
who watched the Airplane grow and
change, for whom the arrival at a new
Airplane album was a cause of heartfelt
elation, who know ... that when you went
to an Airplane concert, what you waited
and hoped for all night wasn't "White
Rabbit," it was to catch a Jack Cassady
smile ... ahh, for them, for me, it's all
past. As my friend Lee put it " ... and the
mighty Airplane isn't flying anymore ... "
Ahh, bufyou had to have been there.

First, look at the composers -- all doing
exactly what they've done on thier previous albums or sole compositio ns.
Kantner's "War M_ovie, ""Rqck and Roll
Island" and "When the Earth Moves
Again" positively reek of "Starship" and
prim~rily the worst aspects. Heavy overtracking of rhythm guitars and pianos,
words strung together because they either
sounci"goOd (;;sonar: l~sar, quasa-~.- pulsar')
or expound Kantner's political view/
•fantasies ("The governmen t troops were
circled in the sun gun, found themselves
on the run, from our nation") without
any apparent attempt at lyricism (and
ye~, just as singing is not merely using the
vo1ce to make sounds, lyricism is not
r.nerely using vocabulary to make sentences), and the most intensely boring
wE_or~ _l.'ve hea~d Jack Ca~dy do on bass .
ver.
'' .
.
}lht}...,. H fw•,L~ ti&Fi: ,+~fw 1_\f.\t f: ~ ~.l. , , · l~:~ ·.. Uf;{-,, .
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l2"Bring the War Home, Ltd.": Epilogue
-

by KEV~N LOF~~IE

-

-

A forrn~r Cjcquairitance of _mine at
Windharn- C~llege, Pu~ney-, \it., Mr-. Bill _
of The Anarchist ~;
Powell.- 1 the author
..
~Cookbook. published by Lyle Stuart, Inc.
Powell's tongue-and-cheek journalism
in hisbook takes into account contem· _
porar)! vieWs and instructions o!l f]~errilla
warfare as well as that of drug usage and
other si~ilar activity. This is nqt a book
review ·s~{1 only wiSl{t6' add that I thin~ _,
Mr. Powei_Lhas a goodthing going. Not.
·only has_he confused people as to whether
book is dead-serious _probe into
guerrilla activity or not, but he has _indeed
provoked some concern among tha~ age .
of leadership in our society _othe~NI~e
.., .
known as the older .ge_n.er~tion
. ·..
:·

Is·

the

,. _

•

•

- .J.

.

·-

reflects

instructions raging from sabotage to
'm urder and mayhem." Particularly il·
luminating were your succinct instruc·
tions for killing a man with a dagger
throt,Jgh the heart .
Your book should be of great value to
those of the Right and the Left who are
working to destroy the hated establtshed
order which ctingsto an outmoded belief
in the sacredness ·of human life, which
fosters a pathetic hatred of violence and
suffering, and which worships the false
gods of reason, tolerance, and personal
freedom.

a

Your complete repudiation of these de·
generate ideas encourages me to believe
that you may very well contribute im. portantly to the completion of the work
that Adolf Hitler was prevented from
accomplishing, despite his success in des·
troying the republic against which he
waged his revolutionary guerrilla cam.paign.

.

.

in a news despatch this morning as

"a manual for revolutionaries containing

For a more precise vieW of the book's
impact. we now go back to January, 1971_.
Follo~]ng_a~~:- three'artJ_(:~~s on Powell's
book from the- school_newspaper,
The Windharrl Fn~e pr~s~:
~-

.

: ·- __ . ·· :-·

·.

.=··

.

. .

May I call your attention, however, to
the need for a second volume. You have
studied to good advantage the terrorist
tactics used by the Nazis in achieving
power. You have not as yet provided instruction:t in the efficient wielding of
that power in such way as to prevent
the recredescence of liberal and democratic heresies once the Establishment based
upon them has been destroyed.

"ANARCHIST COOKBOOK",
New York, Jan. 14 ·A publishing firm - wbich pridl:}s itseff on being controversi_al
yesterday disclosed it is publ.is~in~ a man·
ual for revo!utionaries contammg mstruc- _
tions ranging from sabotage to murder .
and mayhem. ·

a

Lyle Stuart inc. said "The Anarchist Cook.·
book;' has come out in a $12 hardcover edition and a $5.95 paperback edition
which"will be made available to u~\i~
versitY bookshops." The book's author
is William Powell, a student at Windham
College, Putney, Vt . . According to Powell's
foward' l1e sees tiis book as a useful hand·
silent majority whi:m the
book'tcir.
"fa~ists in pow'er""deCide on "final re' press1on of the people." Peter M._ Be~gman
head of a publishing house subsidiary and
author of the book's pre-face, said he
thinks the book's chief interest will be
"for the square guy wh'o wants. to know
. _ .. ·-~ _
what ~s ~oing on::"

the

. "There is no political merfi i~·~~blishl~g . ,this book " Bergman said. "lt is not a
.
call for a~tion. Fod:he rear hippy and
yippy, cspa~!,, ll~· for the rebellious student,
it hardly contams anything basic !hat he
·
does not' already know."
As an example the we9pons section uH
-~
knives offers this advice: "The heart
The book instr~cts in,_suiv~iilimce, ex·
is another fatal spot to be considered in
plosives, lethal gases, wire-tapping, elecyour attack. A sharp thrust will usually
tronic jamming, use of guns and knives,
slip off the rib cage and penetrate the
, heart. This type of thrust sho11ld ingarroting and boqby-tra_pping. lt is
profusely illustrated with photographs
corporate an upward swing."
and diagrams. A lengthy section on drugs_
lyle Stu~rt, head of the publishing firm,
giv~s forti)ulas. for _ma_kJng LSD and cook::c.id "a great many" people on his staff
ing with marijuana and hashish.
thought the book was dang_erous and
TDe cover of tfie book bears this warning: should not be published.
" ... keep in mind that t!Te topics written
"Some were appalled," he said. "The
. about here are illegal and constitute a
stockholders were in a state of shock."
threat.''

"But I am th~~ one wh._, m:;cie the final
decision. (think Bergman's prefatory note
puts the whole issue into perspective.
People like the Weathermen have called
me and said they were opposed to the
book ·· th~t the general public shouldn't
know these things."

Dear Mr. Powell:
May I congratulate yoJ and your publisher on the projected publication of
"The Anarc.hist Cookbook," describ~d

May I therefore suggest that you study
carefully the records of the Nuremberg
trials. They have been cited extensively
by liberals who have obviously been horrified by what went on at Auschwitz,
Belsen, Buchenwald, and Dachau. No
one, I believe, has studied them in the
spirit that you would bring to the task.
The admiring attitude toward the in·
fliction of pain and death which seems to
animate "The Anarchist Cookbook"
should prevent you from succumbing
to liberal. bourgeois humanitarianism
and should enable you to read the Nur·
emberg record simp\y as a manual of
instructions. Extremists need a detailed
handbook on the construction and
operation of instrumer..ts of torture, and
your book, with its enthusiastic descriptions of dynamiting, garroting, and
booby-trapping, shows that you are the
man to write it. I look fuwCJrd purtic·
ularly to your description of the procedure (worked out in one of the Nazi
concentration camps) for tanning human
skin to make lampshades. An ornament
of this sort would be a center of attrac·
tion in your dormitory room at Windham
College, alongside the trophies that you
have already perhaps collected {such as
gold teeth from the persons who have
been stabbed or garroted according to
your specifications.)
(to page fourteen)

.; ..._ .
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TRIP DOWN HELL 'S CANYON

· and Oenver.
·
. experience, to say the least, despite the
As I boarded t.h-e Mohawk jet liner, visions
fact that we didn't flip once. In 5 days, we
Arriving in ~Boise after 8 hours, we went
and ideas of all sorts flashed through my
saw hundreds of cows and sheep, 2 elk,
mind in the anti~ipation of my upcoming directly to the nearest Holiday Inn. Upon 5 eagles, approximately 25 different types
of birds, many deer and various other forms
awakening, I looked out the east window
joumey through the deepest canyon in
saying ''Well, Boise's flat ·· just plains."
of animal life foreign to the easterner.
the world. Hell's r.anyon, which covers
From the other end of the room I heard,
One of the guides felt something crawling
85 miles of the very lengthy Snake River
on his leg, casually brushed off the insect,
in the west, forms the border line between uNo, it's all mou~tains,"_ and there was,
to find it was a baby scorpion. Baby or
ldaho and Oregon! and Idaho and Wash- . !~ fact, a .mou~tamous vtew to the west.
not "they can be quite poisonous. We
Mountatns ~1th snow -- unreal. Maybe
ington furthe~ north. As the jet began its
a rest
ascent, though of the
11 d Canyon, of·· it's the Rock1es." W~ found ~ut later that , wo~ld stop for snacks, lunch, or just
and view. I would occasionally climb the
. wolves and coyotes, of deep blue skies; of · -they were the foot h1lls of B01se.
nearby-hills, which were barron and vel·
cows and cowboys. Having been a Long
Later that morning in April, we were
vety. I would always watch where I put
Islander, unex;posed to western living and
picked up and brought across the state
mv hands and feet: as rattlesnakes are
beauty, my dreams were built purely out
line to the small town of Halfway, Oregon, quite common in the Northwest. The sky
of second hand inf~rmation.
wbere we spent the night in a tent.
was a constant deep blue, unpolluted, and
the stars were just unbelievable. The 3D
To begin with, it was my first flight above Awakening at 6 the next morning, which
effect of the West is an impossible thing to
the clouds, which is_a whole new phenom- was Monday, we collected all of our necessities and began our 5 day excursion,
describe. You will find canyons behind
ena in itself. The--dream-like softness of
planning to end up in Lewiston, Idaho,
nioumains behind plateaus, brown and
for
provides
weather seen from above
green, with every detail razor-sharp in
another world just a few thousand feet up. on Friday, and fly home Saturday. 20
climbed
were.''guides,"
4
whom
of
people,
the gleaming sun.
Joni
been.
have
must
Such splendor
aboard 2 rubber rafts, 15 feet in length,
Mitchell's inspiration without a doubt
6 in width.
The warmth, friendliness, and knowledge
(l.ve looked at ciouds from poth sides
The ·snake River proved to be quite rough, of the other passengers, all of whom were
now")._ I was also entertained with two
and going down the rapids was a thrilling
Westerners, added greatly to this roemorastmsets, since we stopped at both Detroit

1

Gra

ble occasion. They would describe things
and point out certain characteristics of
the West with which we were not familiar.
They were happy, outgoing, outdoors-type
people, always glad to help. The food was
also excellent. Awaiting the first
"CHEEOOOOW" ca\1, which always echooo
loudly in the hills, I anticipated bare nee·
essities as far as dinner was concerned.
· Ten minutes later, huge pieces of freshly
made steak filled my heart and stomach
with joy.
Deep in a 5500-foot canyon {the highest
point was 6600), the daylight only lasts
from 10 until 4, but those 6 or 7 hours a
day were the most fulfilling hours I've ever
spent. Once I woke up to the sound of a ·
clanging bell very near. I looked out of
the tent, to find a bewildered sheep staring
at me from five feet away. We had ,p(tched
camp in the middle of a sheep field. Most
of the time I would sit back, read, think,
and enjoy the view. And what a view.
Bruce Poli
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(continued from page twelve)
I am sure that you and your publisher
already anticipate heavy sales not only
to the New Left but also to the Ku Klux
Klan and similar groups, who are engaged
in the common cause of terrorizing their
fellow citizens and paralyzing the ·enforcement of constitutional guarantees
?f civil rights and freedom. Perhaps,
mdeed, the Klan has already subsidized
the publication, for its leaders cannot but
recognize that their methods have become
tame and old-fashioned compared to those
that .H_itler devised. and that you are standardlztng and makmg available to all
like-minded men.

ECONOMY
(continue~ ·fro~. page one)

review these standards for consistency
the anti-inflation goal. If either
the Pay Board or the Price Commission
is una~le to dev~J.op the continuing standards in time to take effect at the end
. of the freeze. it may propose interim
standards. In the event the Board or Commission do not develop interim standards
by November 13 the Cost of Living
Council will issue such interim standards.
wl~

lt is comforting to have all eventualities
covered.
In sh~rt, these bodies, composed of labor
and industrial representitives and members defending the public interest must
form':! late, perhaps ad hoc as the ;equests come in~ an 'incomes Policy'
somewhat .related to the attempts of the
1960's in Great Britain and on the Continent to stem infla~ionary movements
-with, I mi_ght add, none ·too satisfac·tory results. We have had similar experi·
· ences with our so-called Wage - Price
Guideposts first used by the Kennedy
Administration in 1962 and abandoned
by President Johnson in 1966. As an
economic tool such guidelines make
m?re' sense than a wage freeze, tying
pnce and wage increases to growth in
productivity so that technological pro ..
g_ress can be passed on to the public with
e1th~r ste~y or falling prices while, at
the same time, wages can be increased
as a r.ew~rd for rising productivity. But
what may be good economics cannot
be. counted upon to convince tabor bargainers or industrial price setters on this
score .. The guideposts , it is agreed,
worked ,rather ~ell cjuring the early
years of ~eir triai_._Bl!t it must bP. remem·
ber~s:l tbat the early to mid-so•s were
years ?f sluggish growth and unemployment tn the U.S. economy with very
!~t+J<! upward pric~ pressu.re. The 'guidelines became less effective as the 1965
economic exuberance becian· and were
virtually ignored by labor and industry
in later years.
··The one generally accepted result of
such a trial is in the guideposts; education v~lue -· that is, bri.nging to ttie
attent1o~ of self_·interest_ed groups in
labo~ u~1ons and industrial power blocs
the t1e-1n between productivity and
wage and price movements. lt was
· ~ressed in a ~ries of governmental opin· ·
·.Ions offered during this period that the •
prit:~ level rises because of wage-price
f!lOVents andthat wh,at each of US in our
usual myopia in such matters sees as
merely chasing a rising price level, ac~
tually may have another side to it -that is, o~r demand for higher prices
· aQd wages push up the very leVel-toward
~ich we think of ou~lves as adjuf;ting.

much more than it does today. As it
stands 'windfall' would seem to connote an implied control on some sort
of unwarranted or unfair movement of
prices at the expense of labor as wages
lag prices. As Union leaders have
shown i~ their initial reaction to such a
reading, terminology such as this is seen
as nothing more than a bone thrown to
a labor sector that has grown too 50•
phisticated economically and too
powerful politically to be duped by
such vague language.
Though the past month nas shown some
rather encouraging signs of the beginnings
of ~ strong reeovery in the economy, especially by the slowdown in the rise of
the wholesale price index, the question
of the future remains highly doubtful.
The cynic can point to past experiences
in economies when such major interventions as the wage freeze have been
followed by, if anything, more stringent .
'phase twos'. We have recent evidence
of the ability and non-reluctance of
Presidents to so intervene •· Kennedy's
confrontation with the steel industry
in the latter's abortive attempt to raise
prices and Johnson's overt attack
on copper and aluminum price raises
by threatening to sell surplus Govern·
mental stocks of· these metals. To use
the term 'free enterprise' in the face of
such actions is a travesty and hardly
bodes well for any kind of automatic
· functioning of the price-wage mechanism in the future. Those who still
believe Presidential pronouncements
concerning their outlook on the economy
could, of course, seek consolation in
Nixon's 1969 statement: 'Free prices
and wages are the heart of our economic system; we should not stop them
from working even to cure an inflationary fever. I do not intend to impose wage and price controls which
would substitute new, growing and
more vexatious problems for the problems of inflations.' In the light of
subsequent policies such a statement
reminds one of Nanki - Poo's song
in The Mikado --'This is What I'll
Never Do.'

If the ed~cati~e ·value of these five ~ears
of_ expertence ts as widespread as some
th!nk, th~n the Ph~se. Two job of the
~rt~ Police may be simplified. I would be
•ru:lmed to say that great achievements in
thts area are rather unlikely. Both Unions
_ and industry.already talk of their experi- ·
ence for the three month period as a
time of martyrdom and are from reports
merely wai~ing for the seco~d phase to '
be the first in line for their share of the
Partly to alleviate fears of the sort I
d,!!ferred fruits of their past patriotism.
have expressed as to the future worI would suspect that, short of a further
kings of the program, the 'Background
freeze, we will see another period•of
Paper' I quoted above carries a para--~me-tooism' from both sides of the ingraph that is obviously intended as
flationiiry spiral ~- Un·ions arguing that
a softener:
waw:s must rise to maintain the purchasmg P<;'Wer value of money wages
'If the program is to be durable, it must
and large tndustry arguing that their
appeal to the American people as basically
prices must rise to make up for the
fair. Arbitrariness and integrity will be
cost squeeze that they see foisted upon
tolerated briefly for an important purth~m from below by over:zealous trade
pose, as,it is being tolerated during the
u~n!o~s. A~ for tpe present, the only spe·
freeze. But this will not last for long.
ctf1c Item m the second phase of the
Therefore, more concern tor fairness is
program is that vague mention
required, even though perfect fairness is
of opposition to the generation by the
difficult to attain.
program of 'windfall profits',
1f one can call thhra specific phrase at
lt is most comforting to reflect on this.
all. If one were talking of pre-1967
e.:g~~~~~J{~r~~ ~~..!Jft'lO~~ --,¥·,._.. " • . ~ , .... ~- ~ .. , ...__ " ~ •
-

----------

"How do you mean?" the first man
asked.
"Well ... stuffed deer heads, elephant
foot umbrella holders, bear blankets,
and preserved fish are trite. Kind of a
cliche in a sense. What the American
male needs is a new modern type of
trophy. One that has meaning in today's
~orld. If one were to update the trophy
mdustry ... well, there'd be a fortune in
it."

"What do you have in mind?" the first
man asked.
"The key is just keeping all the trophies
up to date."

When the Revolution comes -· whether
from the Left or the Right-- I predict
that the names of William Powell and
Lyle S~uart will take their rightful place
alongs1de those of Heinrich Himmler
and Lavrenti Beria. Even if the Revolution does not come, the world will
recognize the kinship of spirit.

" Like the signs of the zodiac on birthday cards."

I close with the pledge never to become
Your humble obedient servant
Arthur Bestor
'

"Well, I had an idea for a starter. You
must know how the army takes body·
counts in South East Asia. They order
G. I.'s to slice off the ears of the dead
enemy. The army won't have any use
for those ears once they have been
counted. I bet we could buy them cheap.
You know army surplus, reserve them,
set them om
set them in gold, inscribed with E
PLURIBUS UNUM, and sell them as
brooches. We'd make a fortune."

Professor of History
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105

In respo1.se tO the letter bv Professor
Ar1hur Bestor prin1ed in 1he Free Press
2 issues ~ the Free Press has remived the letter beiOJI.l (from Bill
Powl.ell):
On a recent visit to Manhattan, I over·
heard a conversation between two businessmen, which I recorded as follows:
"So did you get your trophy?" the
first business man asked.
"I am glad you reminded me of that. I

had a couple of ideas I wanted to talk
over with you. I was up in the Catskills
hunting, and for the first time I realized
how backwards the trophy industry is.
lt's incredibly old-fashioned.''

-----:!"""

"You've got the idea."
"But how would one go about updating
the trophy industry?" the first man
asked.

"They'd be as big as Frisbees. The Amer·
ican Legion'd go bananas.''
"I had another idea, for big business.

How much do you think General Motors
would pay for a beautifully finished
coffee table, enlaid with Ralph Nader's
teeth.''
"lt would be a one shot deal, but we
could name our own price."
"I'm sure we could think up something
to do with the racial question.''
"Of course."
"How !ong do you think we'd keep a
hash-ptpe made from Tim Leary's
pelvis?"
"lt'd sell like that." The first man
snapped his fingers. "But there'd be
one problem. What would we do about
those alienated college students? How
could we relate with them?"
"What would you say to a hand-made
stash-pouch, embroidered with Indian
Meditation Beads, made from Ron
Ziegler's scrotum.''
KEVAN LOFCHIE

..·.

JUNK (continued ft;_Pm page five)

God damn the pusherman, e~pecially
when he calls himself "brother." For
through his eager cooperation, ten
million children of . America .have been
conditioned to weird and destructive
eh em ical body trips, and set well on
the road to speed and smack addiction.

But from late 1966 on, a concatenation
of events' reorganized most of the distribution system of psychedelic drugs.
Major d~alers were, murdered ·in many
underworld way, some involving the

Mafia.

By such means the Official Line was
· that marijuana and heroin were equally
evil. This misrepresentation was deeply
political. Guided by its teaching and
by blind anti-authoritarian r~flex many
young people chose to treat all drugs
with equal casualness, and suffered the
·
GQnsequence.

Junkies began showing up in the Haight
··Many ne.ighborhood d~alers were driven
in 1967, and speed and barbituates
out by police · bust, by disruption ?f .
started spreading through suburban
their supply, or by meeting a man w1th
high-schools all over the nation. Matters
a gun once too often_ ':"hile_ going to .
took a sharp turn for the worse in
cop. Police were eff1c1ent m persecutmg 1969, the year after the Yippies apthe freelance acid manufacturers
peared so dangerous in Chicago.
especially those who, like Owsley, made
.their drugs for community good as well
During the Great Pot Drought of that
summer, many people turned on to
as for profit.
the·5e drugs- for the first time seriously
activity generated in
· In 1967, when
-- urged by ready supply through new
. the Haight began to . affect t~e whole
.channels of organized crime, and by
the widespread despair after Chicago
city, all city ~gencies from building in. spector ofl up cooperated to s~pp_ress. . and the death of the People's Park .
-·
lt;. And in that year, as the d1stnbut1on
. _sYstem of psychedelics was being_ re. During . these years governments persecuted marijuana use unmercifully
Shaped, contaminated psy9hedelics. ap:
peared tor the first time m quantity ~n
(there were 250,000 arrests in 1969),
,the Bay Area.
and mounted intensive border opera-tions.):o interrupt supply, w_hile poli~·
ing. the supply of smack, speed and
downers much less instensively.
First it was aci_d, laced with speed or
strychnine. In 1968 real THC appeared
briefly, to whet public appetite, and
then adulterated speed was massively
, peddled as THC to kids who had no
idea of the difference, but took it because they'd been trained to do what·
ever was groovy.

the

.

Now it is 1971. Marijuana persecution
seems to be slacking, but the hook of
smack is deep in the counter-community
and junkies are dying along Telegraph
Avenue in Berkeley. We know speed
kills yet we keep on speeding anyway,
children of our culture despite our
difference.
And now the supply-lines of these
deadly drugs reach into the very place
where the white young are conveniently
gathered. From them a psychic numbness spreads, to reinforce the shock
and warning of Kent State and
Jacksonville.

feedback begins: oppresoed and po·15
litically impotent, the people turn to
drugs to escape reality, and by selfdestructive drug use deepen their impotence.
One drug dependency can lead to another, and Hip Capitalism has been as
instrumental as government policy in
channeling psychedelic use into destructive drug addiction.
The psychedel ics are magical dru·gs.
They can open up a genllirre revolutionarey awareness, help you get a sense
of who you are, and awaken you to
the sickness that surrounds us. But
once we've reached that awareness,
we can't go home. Social reality is
confused and painful these days, and
sensitivity is agony as well as ecstasy .

As in the black ghettoes, the people
turn criminal against themselves while
police occupation spreads, and their
potential for political action becomes
undermined and corrupted. A cruel

Either we push ahead and change the
world, or else we fight our new
awareness -· with cynicism towards the
world and pity ourselves; by watering
down our insights enough to fit in
with the dominant social reality.
Thus psychedelics are dangerous as well
And grass will lead on to
the numbness of heroin, as the old
myths tell, unless we make it happen
some other way.

as magical.

MICHAEL ROSSMAN

By 1969 the . ~tandard additives fo~ ac'id
speed and the animal tranquilizer
· PCP, with which it was marketed as
. mescaline ·· accounting fo( a major·
proportion of psychedelic use for the
next several years, though almost no
genuine mescaline was around.
wer~

.
Wherever all the dirtied drugs came
from , they were eagerly peddled to. the
counter-community by the Hip Capital·
ists. --These · people were hair_y, sexy,
musical, etc.
But"Hip Capitalism i~ C~pftalism . still,
In all its· pristine ugliness under the
p5ychedelic paint. They were interested
mostly in quick profit in~ high-tur~over
scene and would sell alrr10st .anything
to an'yone without concern for ~hat
its broad effects would be.

prescnption specialists
complete cosmetic line
fanny farmer candy
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